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1.0

INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

1.1

Louth County Council (LCC) in association with Newry, Mourne and Down District Council (NMD)
proposed to develop the Carlingford Lough Greenway, a cross‐border greenway linking Carlingford
with the Republic of Ireland (RoI) to Newry City with Northern Ireland (NI).

1.2

The proposed greenway will be a new link and a continuation of existing greenway – Carlingford
Marina to Omeath Pier (completed 2013) and Victoria Lock to Albert Basin (completed 2018).

1.3

The proposed Carlingford Lough Greenway comprises 3 sections which will connect the existing
sections of greenway:
a.
b.
c.

Carlingford to Carlingford Marina (relevant section – to be applied for under this RoI Part 8
Application)
Omeath Pier to NI/RoI Border (to be applied for under a separate RoI Part 8 Application)
NI Border/RoI Border to Victoria Lock Amenity Site (to be applied for under a NI Planning
Application).

1.4

This report is written by Consarc Design Group Ltd. (an RIAI Grade 1 Practice) and provides an
Architectural Heritage Assessment for Part 1 of the greenway: Carlingford to Carlingford Marina, to
inform the decision in relation to the Part 8 Planning Application for Section 1.

1.5

The site assessed in this report is within the Carlingford Architectural Conservation Area (ACA; see
Fig. 1 and the overlay shown on 181146‐DC‐SW‐XX‐SK‐C‐055 included as part of the Part 8
Application and included in Appendix A of this Report). The area is between Carlingford Tourist
Information Office along the R173 and Carlingford Marina and the greenway route proposed
includes: a Trail Head within the parking area of the Carlingford Station House Office, shared road
surface with additional signage on Newry Street and Back Lane, proposed asphalt pavement along
the road R173 including below King John’s Bridge (see 181146‐DC‐CM‐XX‐GA‐C‐301; 181146‐DC‐
CM‐XX‐GA‐C302 are included in Appendix and as part of the Part 8 Application).
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2.0

CARLINGFORD ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION AREA (ACA) – MEDIEVAL WALLED TOWN

2.1

Carlingford is situated at the foot of Slieve Foye along a narrow ledge of land where the mountain
slope meets the sea. The medieval town lies between the King John’s Castle to the north and the
parish church to the south aligned north‐south along a narrow corridor of low ground.

2.2

The Carlingford ACA is described in the Louth County Development Plan (2009‐2015) and ‘A Guide
to Carlingford ACA’ by Louth County Council. The boundary of the ACA is based on the line of the
Medieval town walls and extends from the city wall on the west, to the coastline on the east, and
from King John’s Castle on the North to the Mill Pond on the south (See Figure 1). A Conservation
and Management Plan (CMP) for Carlingford Historic Town Walls (produced by Oxford Archaeology
for LCC and Heritage Council) was also carried and includes the walls, defences and adjacent
medieval structures in and around the town walls and the landscape and regional setting. The CMP
was consulted for this assessment as it provides: a ‘Statement of Significance’ that summarises the
evidence for the monument and its historical development and outlines the ‘Issues and Policies’ for
protecting and enhancing the elements of significance.

2.3

The medieval character of the town is evident in the survival of the street pattern which provides a
sense of enclosure with two parallel streets running north/south (Newry Street and Back Lane), cut
by three cross streets and narrow laneways. Surviving medieval buildings in the town include St.
John’s Castle, Dominican Abbey, the Mint, the Tholsel, Taaffe’s Castle.

2.4

Buildings front directly onto the street for the most part, although the larger houses, churches,
Court House and Garda Station are set back from the street with boundary walls and railings. The
18th, 19th and early 20th century buildings are generally simple vernacular terraced of two and
three‐storey houses, gabled ended, plastered and painted.

2.5

The buildings are generally unadorned but make attractive streetscapes as many retain original
features including: timber sash windows, raised plaster quoins and window surround, slate roofs.
The surviving medieval buildings have lost their external lime plaster finishes and random rubble
stonework is exposed.

Station House and Car Park.

Taaffe’s Castle.
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Fig. 1. Carlingford Architectural Conservation Area from Louth County Development Plan (2015‐2012). See also 181146‐DC‐CM‐
XX‐SK‐C‐055 (Appendix A).
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View of Carlingford ACA Streetscape.
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3.0

PROPOSED GREENWAY ROUTE

3.1

Section 1 of the proposed Carlingford Lough Greenway comprises separate amenities for cyclists
and pedestrians. The Trail Head is to be located within the parking areas of the Carlingford Station
House.

3.2

For the ‘Pedestrian Route’ it is proposed to install Greenway signage from the Station House which
will direct pedestrians along the existing coastal footpath along the R173 which currently
terminates at the access road to Carlingford Pier. At the pier a new 2m wide asphalt pedestrian
footway will be constructed along the R173 to King John’s Bridge. The asphalt footway will be
constructed under King John’s Bridge and towards the existing carp parking area along the R173;
here it will continue as a 3m wide asphalt footway following the line of the existing stone wall.

3.3

At the end of the parking the greenway will continue along the coastal side of R173 within the
existing verge. Works proposed are additional signage and realignment of road markings for a new
footway. A 3m wide pedestrian footpath will be constructed of asphalt along the verge of the
existing R173 road along the line of the existing safety barrier to separate the greenway from the
adjacent coastal embankment.

3.3

The ‘Cycle Route’ will follow the one‐way flow of traffic along Newry Street, past the entrance to
King John’s Castle and down the Back Lane to the R173 (Fig. 3). On the return route cyclists will
utilise Back Lane and Dundalk Street as a shared use vehicle and cycle facility to return to Station
House.

Fig. 2. Example of signage

Fig. 3. View of ashphalt surface below King John’s Bridge
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4.0

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

4.1

Within the Louth County Council Development Plan (2015‐2021) policies HER 45 to HER 54 apply to
the proposed greenway within the Carlingford ACA. HER 48 also refers to the specific ACA
objectives set out in Appendix A. In the table below (4.2) we provide an assessment of the
proposed greenway against HER 45 to 54 and the five ACA objectives.

4.2

Assessment of the proposed greenway against HER 45 to 54 and the five ACA objectives.

HER

Policy

Assessment

45

To require that any development within or affecting an
ACA preserves or enhances the character and appearance
of the architectural conservation areas. Any development
should respect the character of the historic and traditional
architecture in the scale, design and materials. Regard
should be had to the character appraisal where
available/applicable.
To ensure that the redevelopment of the towns of historic
interest includes the retentions of the existing street
layout, historic building lines and traditional plot widths
where these derive from medieval or earlier origins.

No built development is proposed and
no there are no issues over scale or
design. Where surface materials are
being altered, tradition street
materials (stone kerbs) are proposed.

47

To retain any building in an ACA that makes a positive
contribution to the character or appearance of the area.
Demolition will only be considered in exceptional
circumstances. Applications for demolition shall be
accompanied by a measured and photographic survey,
condition report and architectural heritage assessment.
An assessment of the impact of the replacement building
on the character of the ACA will be required.

No demolitions or new buildings are
proposed.

48

To require that any development proposal takes account
of the Council’s specific ACA objectives contained in
Appendix 5, Volume 2 (b) and the objectives as set out in
the ACA character appraisal, where applicable.

See assessment of proposals against
Appendix 5 Objectives below:

1.To preserve the special character of the town, its
medieval street pattern and its setting through positive
management of changes to the built environment, in
particular, by requiring that the height, scale, design and
materials of any proposed development within the ACA
and in the adjoining areas should complement the
character of the town and not diminish its distinctiveness
of place.

No building or development is
proposed and so no issues over
design, scale, height or massing. The
surface materials proposed are similar
to existing and where there is an
opportunity
(e.g.
Trail
Head),
traditional
materials
are
re‐
introduced.

2.To protect the landscape setting of the village and the
views both inward and outward.

No impact on landscape setting of the
ACA. All works are to existing hard
surfaces.

3.To encourage the removal of visually intrusive elements
such as overhead cables and inappropriate signage.

Not applicable for this application.

46

No changes to historic street layouts
are proposed.
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HER

Policy

Assessment

4.To require the preservation and re‐instatement of
traditional details and materials on the existing buildings
and in the streetscape where improvements or
maintenance works are being carried out.

No current historic street materials
are being removed. It is proposed to
introduce traditional stone kerbs and
setts at the Trail Head replacing
current tarmac/asphalt surfaces.

5.To use appropriate materials, street furniture and light in
any public development of the area.

Proposals include new signage and
furniture which is modest in scale and
design and unobtrusive in the context
of the ACA.

49

To require that any new development on the periphery of
an ACA does not detract from the existing character of the
designated ACA.

No buildings are proposed on the
periphery of the ACA.

50

To ensure that the protection of the architectural features
of special interest within the ACA are retained as part of
any proposed re‐development, where there is conflict
with other development plan requirements such as open
space, car parking etc.

No changes to architectural features
in the ACA are proposed.

51

To ensure that any new infrastructure (installed either by
the Local Authority or by Public or Private Sector Utility
Companies) shall not be located/positioned where it will
be detrimental to the character of the ACA.

Signage proposed is modest in scale
for and on existing roads, carparks and
pavements. It is not visibly intrusive.

52

To ensure that any new trading bays and their associated
signage shall not be located where it will be detrimental to
the character of the ACA or any important building or vista
in the ACA.

Not applicable to this application.

53

To ensure that the external finish and painted facades of
building sin the ACA are appropriate to the character of
the ACA. Changes which affect the special character of
the ACA will not be acceptable. Any proposal for the
alteration of external finish requires planning permission.
Muted colours will be preferable to garish colours or
painting to shop fronts or facades for brand identity shall
not be permitted.

Not applicable to this application.

54

To retain surviving medieval plots and street patterns in
ACAs. And other towns and villages where in evidence in
the course of development, to record and mark up
location of ancient boundaries and layouts etc.

No impact on surviving medieval plots.
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5.0

CONCLUSION

5.1

This report assesses the impact of Section 1 of the proposed Carlingford Lough Greenway
(Carlingford to Carlingford Marina) on the Carlingford Architectural Conservation Area in relation to
policies HER 45 to 54.
Part of Section 1 of the proposed Carlingford Lough Greenway is located within the Carlingford ACA
(see 181146‐DC‐SW‐XX‐SK‐C‐055, Appendix A). Within the ACA the ‘Cycle Route’ proposed is a
shared surface with no change to the surface or materials. New directional signage will be installed
(see Fig. 2) which comprises small signs on standard posts which will not be visually intrusive.
The ‘Pedestrian Route’ will include a new asphalt path along the coastal side of the R173 and
extends under the King John’s Bridge (Fig. 3) and connects to the existing coastal path currently
utilised by pedestrians. Road cushions are also proposed for reducing speed on this section of road.
The new asphalt pedestrian footpath will have no impact on the buildings, streetscape or character
of the ACA.
The proposed ‘Trail Head’ is located in the car park area of Carlingford Station House. This will
remove a section of existing asphalt surface and the install traditional stone kerbs and setts to this
area. Signage for orientation and proposed street furniture (bike stands) will be modest and not
visually intrusive.
In Table 4.2, the proposal has been assessed in relation to planning policies HER 45 to 54 and the
objectives of the ACA and will not conflict with the Policies.

Report prepared by Joanne Curran & Dawson Stelfox (RIBA FRIAI / RIAI Grade 1 Conservation Architect)
of Consarc Conservation Architects, an RIAI registered practice.
4th September 2019
Consarc Conservation
Consarc Design Group Ltd.
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APPENDIX A
DRAWINGS:
181146‐DC‐SW‐XX‐SK‐C‐055
181146‐DC‐CM‐XX‐GA‐C‐300
181146‐DC‐CM‐XX‐GA‐C‐301
181146‐DC‐CM‐XX‐GA‐C‐302
181146‐DC‐CM‐XX‐GA‐C‐303
181146‐DC‐CM‐XX‐GA‐C‐304
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